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Dr Anita Sandström, HEARD Board Chairperson
“HEARD is a unique organisation in that it combines academic rigour
with applied research and seeks to disseminate this in such a way as
to influence policy.”
It is a pleasure and an honour to have been invited to write

regional organisations. I have watched the organisation grow

the introduction to the HEARD 2009 annual report. The year

and mature over the years and have seen how HEARD’s

2009 saw the HEARD Board become operational and I was

regional approach has sharpened and how its importance

elected chair at the first meeting of the year. It is a privilege

within the region is increasingly being recognised by SADC.

to be involved with an organisation as dynamic as HEARD.
Having worked with HIV and AIDS as a researcher, a donor
representative and currently within an NGO, being able to
contribute to strategic decisions on HEARD’s future direction
has been an interesting role.

HEARD is a unique organisation in that it combines academic
rigour with applied research and seeks to disseminate this in
such a way as to influence policy. Results do not end up within
academic silos but are, through HEARD’s targeted ‘windmill-

I have worked with HEARD for a number of years. In 2003,
when I was with the Swedish International Development

approach’, reaching out to leaders and policy makers within
the region as well as on a global level.

Cooperation Agency (Sida), HEARD made its first approach
to Sweden for funding. As head of the Swedish/Norwegian

About 28% of HIV-infected persons in east and southern Africa

Regional HIV/AIDS Team in Lusaka I was delighted to be

reside in 14 major metropolitan areas. Durban, where HEARD

part of the like-minded donor group that approved the Joint

is located has, with its 3.4 million inhabitants, more HIV-positive

Financing Arrangement (JFA) which has run since 2006.

persons than the whole of Brazil with 192 million inhabitants.

When I left Sida and moved to the Southern African AIDS

HEARD is, in co-operation with other organisations, focusing

Trust (SAT) in Johannesburg as its CEO, my stimulating co-

on improved responses in urban areas and has taken a

operation with HEARD continued within a network of African

commendable lead in applied research and advocacy for the
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Dr Anita Sandström, Executive Director of the Southern African
AIDS Trust (SAT) and HEARD Board Chairperson

up-scaling of evidence-based, urban responses to HIV and

reality that we still have many more people being infected than

AIDS.

are on treatment. We need to close the tap of new infections
in order to achieve universal access to treatment. HEARD’s

To rapidly respond to emerging issues is crucial for a research

continued involvement, through its leadership programme, in

organisation. This has been possible for HEARD because of

the ‘50 by 15 movement’ to halve the number of new infections

its core funding through a JFA and close co-operation with its

by 2015 is therefore crucial. The nature of the epidemic in the

funders. Currently HEARD’s core operations are well funded

region also calls for the addressing of structural factors like

by three like-minded donors, namely the Royal Netherlands

gender and socio-economic inequalities.

Embassy, Irish AID and Sida/Norway. The JFA funding ends in
2010 and HEARD is now developing a new strategy for 2010-

The second major area of concern, and one HEARD will look

15 that will form the base for continued funding agreements.

at as it moves into the future, is around access to treatment.

In a changing global environment this might pose some

With approximately 40% of those needing treatment being

challenges but the Board and management have every

able to access it, there is still a long way to go. Added to this

confidence that HEARD will go from strength to strength in

is the fear that we may have reached our capacity to provide

the future.

treatment, both in terms of financial resources as well as
health workers and ancillary staff. There are two challenges

I would like to finish with two observations. The first is that

for those of us working in the field of HIV/AIDS: The need to

evidence-based prevention remains absolutely critical for the

continue to raise resources and to focus on results, using the

region but is still not showing the results we would like. It is a sad

moneys we have wisely to ensure that we get better returns.

Foreword Dr Anita Sandström
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Professor Alan Whiteside and
Jonathan Gunthorp
“On the home front, HEARD made significant progress strengthening
systems in order to consolidate support to expanding programmes.”
This is an unusual director’s report. It covers the organisation’s

re-entering the Regional AIDS Training Network (RATN) and

activities during the year as well as those of the executive

the Regional African AIDS NGOs (RANGO) forum. Finally,

director’s sabbatical. Jonathan Gunthorp was acting executive

HEARD played a key role with other regional partners in

director during the period February to mid-October while Alan

conceptualising, structuring and taking forward the emerging

Whiteside was away. The report has been written by both

’50 by 15’ movement aimed at mobilising regional leadership

parties to report on a year of intense activity with the highlight

for HIV prevention to reduce new HIV infections by 50 percent

being an expansion of activities in and with the rest of the sub-

by 2015.

continent.
In the research realm HEARD continued to run projects that
Three key thrusts characterised this focus. In the arena of urban

contribute to its three key research streams. It was also a

and slum HIV, HEARD picked up on early data emerging from

year of research partnering, with joint research projects

within UNAIDS and played a lead role in mobilising academics

being established with the University of Cape Town, Oxford

and HIV organisations to focus on appropriate responses.

University and the Southern African AIDS Trust.

Work with both the Southern African Development Community
(SADC) HIV/AIDS Unit and the SADC Parliamentary Forum

Knowledge and findings were disseminated via a wide

HIV/AIDS Unit expanded HEARD’s support to regional

range of presentations and participation in meetings. These

structures. Further participation in the region came through

included a meeting on ‘Expanding Anti-Retroviral Therapy
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Professor Alan Whiteside

Jonathan Gunthorp

(ART) in Resource Poor Countries’ which HEARD co-funded

priority for HEARD. A PhD programme saw 13 candidates

together with the School of International Development, and

from across the region registered at three universities while a

the presentation of a paper on the impact of ART on health

young researchers’ programme linked emerging researchers

workers. This paper will be printed in a special issue of the

with well-established academic mentors in order to bolster

Journal, AIDSCare. Three papers were also presented at a

academic publication skills.

cross-research partners’ consortium meeting in Liverpool on
‘Strengthening the research to policy and practice interface:
Exploring strategies used by research organisations working
on Sexual and Reproductive Health and HIV and AIDS’.

On the home front, HEARD made significant progress
strengthening systems in order to consolidate support to
expanding programmes. A measure of the success of these
was the number of audits and organisational assessments

Participation in other events spanned the globe from Nairobi

passed for various development partners. Another measure,

to Kinshasa, the Netherlands to Cuba, and in London

more obvious to all HEARD partners, will be the improved

where HEARD participated in a working group investigating

website, and communications with all partners. In governance,

indicators for HIV responses in schools globally in support of

a system improvement included the establishment and two

the UNAIDS Inter-Agency Task Team (IATT) on Education.

meetings of the new HEARD Governing Board.

Enhancing capacity in southern Africa remained a high

A mid-year mid-term review was extremely helpful in identifying

Directors’ Review
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both strengths and weaknesses within the organisation and it

hopefully, others in the pipeline. I gave a number of lectures

was found that HEARD, while still facing challenges of rapid

and presentations in Ottawa, both at Carleton and to the

growth, “is on track to achieve most of its targets [and] where

broader community.

targets have not yet been met, plans are generally in place to
achieve them”.1 This was an important milestone and amongst

Governance and advisory roles in 2009 included the Governing

other factors, gave the necessary confidence to funding

Council of the International AIDS Society (IAS) of which I have

partners to consider extending funding as HEARD reaches

been the Treasurer for two years. I attended council meetings

its last year of the current JFA. The year 2009 was one of

in Montreal, the pathogenesis meeting in Cape Town and then

change for the organisation. The Amajuba Child Welfare

the Governing Council Retreat in Vancouver in November.

Research Project (ACHWRP) data collection was completed

I was a participant in the UNAIDS Prevention Meeting in

and consequently the organisation bid farewell to some staff

Switzerland and the International AIDS Vaccine Initiative

members. HEARD also welcomed a senior researcher, Dr

Policy Advisory Committee in New York.

Alison Misselhorn, and Shéla McCullough as communications
and marketing co-ordinator.

I was able to attend numerous meetings listed elsewhere in
the annual report. I will highlight three:

In 2008, the internship programme started with just two interns
but has grown to eight this year. All interns are Masters’
graduates.

•

The UNAIDS/World Bank Economics Reference

Group (HEARD held the secretariat of this from 2006 to
2009). We organised two meetings, the first in April 2009
in Washington DC, on the topic ‘Sustaining HIV Prevention

The Sabbatical of Executive Director, Alan

and Treatment’. A second topic was to further examine the

Whiteside

potential impacts of the current global economic situation. The
World Bank sponsored studies relating to the impact of the

My sabbatical involved much travelling, meeting of donors
and others, presentations, as well as that critical time to reflect

economic crisis on HIV and HIV/AIDS programmes and these
were presented at the second meeting in Amsterdam.

and write. I spent the month of March in Ottawa, Canada, as
a Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences Distinguished Visiting
Fellow at Carleton University. This was a valuable experience
as I was able to carry out literature reviews and to work
uninterrupted. In particular I developed my thinking around

•

Expanding

Anti-Retroviral

Therapy

(ARV)

in

Resource Poor Countries Conference at the University of East
Anglia in Norwich which HEARD co-sponsored and which will
result in a special issue of AIDSCare.

‘AIDS exceptionalism’, writing a paper for the aids2031
project. This led to one peer reviewed publication in 2009 with,

1. HEARD mid-year mid-term review. 2009
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•

The AIDS, Security and Conflict Initiative (ASCI)

final meeting. This project was convened by the Netherlands
Institute of International Relations, Clingendael, and the US
Social Science Research Council. HEARD had supported
work and carried out work on the project. In summary, we
concluded, fears that conflicts might lead to the rapid spread
of HIV and that the high levels of AIDS might cause state
collapse were overstated. There are still policy and practical
implications which need to be addressed, but they should be
nuanced.

In addition to this I visited and gave presentations at other
academic establishments, namely, the Evans School of Public
Health at the University of Washington and Simon Fraser
University in Vancouver. Perhaps one of the most important
aspects of the sabbatical for HEARD was that I had the
chance to visit some of our existing and potential donors;
these included UNAIDS in Geneva; NORAD in Oslo; Sida
in Stockholm; the Gates Foundation; and GTZ and German
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association in Berlin.

The task I had set myself of planning and writing a ‘Political
Economy of Swaziland’ was not completed, although the
outline was submitted to and accepted by a publisher. I
anticipate being able to submit the entire manuscript in late
2010. However I did complete numerous manuscripts which
have been published, are awaiting publication or are in review.
The sabbatical was a chance to think about new directions
for both HEARD and my own research and was hugely
appreciated.

Directors’ Review
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A system improvement for
governance in 2009 was
the establishment of the
HEARD Governing Board.
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Dr Anita Sandström is the Executive Director of the Southern African
AIDS Trust (SAT), a regional organisation that supports community responses
to HIV and AIDS through community capacity strengthening and partnerships.
Prior to joining SAT she headed the Swedish-Norwegian HIV/AIDS Team for
Africa, which was based in Lusaka, Zambia and earlier headed the Division for
National Research Cooperation and University Support, where she supported
research development in Africa, Asia, and Central and South America through
her work with the Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency,
Sida. Dr Sandström is an associate professor in Epidemiology and Public
Health at the University of Umeå in Sweden and holds a doctorate in Medical
Science (Epidemiology). Her career has been dedicated to fostering global cooperation and leading international efforts to combat infectious diseases. She
Chairperson

has held a variety of teaching and research positions with Umeå University in
Sweden and in a number of countries in Africa. Dr Sandström has published
widely.

Professor Helen Rees is the Executive Director of the Reproductive
Health and HIV Research Unit (RHRU) of the University of the Witwatersrand,
where she is an ad hominem professor in the Department of Obstetrics and
Gynaecology. Professor Rees received her medical degree and masters
from Cambridge University and is an alumni of Harvard Business School.
She was recently awarded the prestigious 2010 Heath Clark Lectureship by
the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine and was appointed
honorary professor. In 2001 she was made an Officer of the British Empire for
her work in the international health sector. She is currently Chair of the South
African National AIDS Council’s Research Sector Prevention Implementation
Committee. She also sits on and chairs a number of international HIV/AIDS
committees including being the newly appointed Chair of the World Health
Organisation’s (WHO) Strategic Advisory Group of Experts on Immunization
(SAGE), and a member of the Board of the International AIDS Vaccine Initiative
(IAVI), the WHO/UNAIDS VAC committee on HIV vaccines and the WHO Expert
Committee on HPV Vaccines. Much of Professor Rees’ research has focused
on issues relating to women’s health and the health of vulnerable populations.

Introducing HEARD’s Board Members
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Professor Lesley Stainbank is Dean of the faculty of Management
Studies at the University of KwaZulu-Natal and professor of Financial Accounting
in the School of Accounting at the institution. She teaches financial accounting,
mainly at Masters level and is co-author of the text book, A Student’s Guide to
International Financial Reporting, which is prescribed by seven South African
universities. Professor Stainbank has published in, and is an associate editor
of the South African Journal of Accounting Research, Meditari Accountancy
Research, and is an editorial adviser to Accounting Education: An International
Journal. She also serves on the editorial boards of the SA Journal of Accounting
Research and the African Journal of Accounting, Economic, Finance and
Banking Research. She is a past President of the Southern African Accounting
Association and has served as the province’s regional Chairperson. She is the
Vice-President (membership) of the International Association for Accounting
Education and Research and is currently collaborating on an international
research project to develop an Accountancy Development Index. Professor
Stainbank’s research interests include accounting education, differential
reporting, employee reporting and professional accounting education
programmes.

Dr Mbulawa Mugabe is acting Regional Director of the UNAIDS Regional
Support Team for eastern and southern Africa. He joined the organisation in
2002 as the first UNAIDS country co-ordinator for South Africa. Prior to this, Dr
Mugabe served as head of the UNICEF Health Programme in Botswana. He
began his career as a research fellow at the University of Botswana’s National
Institute of Research and, during his term as national Chair of the Botswana
National AIDS Committee (the forerunner to the National AIDS Council), he
wrote the Second National Strategic Plan and the Medium Term Plan II for HIV/
AIDS in Botswana. He has an MSC and PhD in Medical Sociology from the
University of London.
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Janet Love is the National Director of the Legal Resources Centre (LRC)
and is actively engaged in networking activities in South Africa and abroad
in the interests of achieving the human rights mission of the LRC. She has
postgraduate qualifications from the universities of the Witwatersrand and
London in public administration, development management and economics.
Love was an anti-apartheid activist, involved in the trade union movement and
the ANC prior to and during her ten years in exile. She became a Member
of Parliament in 1994 and served as Chairperson of the National Assembly
Portfolio Committee on Agriculture, Water Affairs and Forestry. She was a
member of the 22-person Constitutional Committee of the Constitutional
Assembly, the body responsible for steering the constitution-making process.
She left Parliament to take up the position of special advisor to the Minister of
Water Affairs and Forestry and thereafter worked at the South African Reserve
Bank for five years as Head of strategic analysis and support. Love is currently
a Commissioner on the South African Human Rights Commission.

Professor Nelson Ijumba is the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research)
of the University of KwaZulu-Natal, responsible for providing intellectual
leadership and vision in the implementation of the university’s strategic goal of
achieving pre-eminence in research. He is also co-ordinator of the High Voltage
Direct Current (HVDC) Centre whose main objective is capacity building in
HVDC technology through research, postgraduate training and professional
development. Professor Ijumba graduated from the University of Dar es
Salaam, Tanzania, with a first class honours degree in electrical engineering.
He obtained his masters and doctorate degrees in electrical engineering
from the United Kingdom universities of Salford and Strathclyde respectively.
Currently Professor Ijumba is a member of the Institution of Engineering and
Technology, the Institution of Electronic and Electrical Engineers and is a
registered professional engineer in the UK, South Africa, Kenya and Tanzania.
His research interests include high voltage, electrical power and energy
systems and the impact of technologies on sustainable development.

Introducing HEARD’s Board Members
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Leonard Okello was ActionAid’s international Head of HIV/AIDS which works with local
communities to promote the rights and dignity of people with AIDS. Okello has a long history of
fighting in the civil society battle for a just global response to HIV/AIDS. Personally impacted on
by the epidemic, he is currently working in central Africa.

Executive Director, Prof Alan Whiteside is pictured with some of HEARD’s Board Members. They are from left, Profs Helen Rees and Lesley
Stainbank, Dr Anita Sandström and Janet Love.
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Professor Tim Quinlan

HEARD has emphasised
research that enables the
design of strategic and practical
interventions which understand
that HIV/AIDS is a manageable
chronic illness.

Research Overview
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an exceptional and disabling disease. We are even further
away from being able to talk about doing research or adjusting
interventions to fit in with changed social and sexual mores
that articulate deep appreciation of human sexuality, new
constructs of masculinity and femininity and individual and
collective responsibility. HEARD has had to keep its sights
lower: using research to change mindsets, particularly in
South Africa and in government circles. Here, ‘lack of capacity
and resources’ is an excuse voiced all too often and sounding
more hollow by the day when explaining failures to contain the
epidemic.

There are many HIV/AIDS interventions which question the
lack of capacity or resources. The problem may be recast;
for instance, choosing to work with existing capacities and
resources but re-organised to achieve more. The problem
may be resolved; for instance, by identifying resources in
Professor Tim Quinlan, Research Director

prevailing circumstances that had not been previously thought
of in these terms.

HEARD can see some light ahead after a decade of research
to show that the HIV/AIDS pandemic in Africa can be
confronted constructively, effectively and with compassion.
Much of our early research was on the ‘impacts’ of HIV/AIDS,
necessarily so to encourage awareness and responses to
the disease. For most of this decade, however, HEARD has
emphasised research that enables the design of strategic and
practical interventions which understand that HIV/AIDS is a
manageable chronic illness and that the spread of HIV/AIDS
can be minimised.

In southern Africa, we still have some way to go before we
can question the currently appropriate view that HIV/AIDS is

16
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HEARD researchers attend a meeting preceding the 4th South
African AIDS Conference.

We illustrate this trend and its reflection in HEARD’s research.

programmes are often dismally low, and to help design

The illustrations are projects grouped according to their

appropriate interventions, now involves interactions with

orientation. One set is characterised as ‘public/private sector

traditional healers. Devising procedures to enable workers

partnership’ research; such partnerships being the necessary

to use the company’s comprehensive facilities has been

means to create capacity and to harness resources. The other

necessary but the project is also interested in finding ways

set is characterised as ‘regional research’: projects which

to improve workers understanding of, and commitment to

highlight the opportunities for the sharing and co-ordination of

treatment. Conducting research on the extent to which workers’

knowledge and resources in Africa.

first recourse is to traditional healers is one sub-project and it
includes an agenda to identify opportunities for the company’s
clinical staff and local healers to work together.

Private/Public Sector Partnerships

HEARD’s collaborative ethos
‘HIV/AIDS requires a multi-sectoral response’ is a well known
axiom. ‘Public/private sector partnerships’ is a much cited
strategy to contain a pandemic that has effects which are
beyond the capacity and resources of any single agency to
deal with alone. In 2009, 12 of HEARD’s 28 research projects-

guides its researchers to
capitalise on opportunities that
arise from research work.

in-progress were part of this agenda. For example, HEARD
regularly conducts research in Swaziland for the country’s

HEARD’s collaborative ethos guides its researchers to

National

HIV/AIDS

capitalise on opportunities that arise from research work.

(NERCHA). One project in 2009 was geared to informing

For example, research on youth organisations involved

government on the educational constraints faced by school

in HIV/AIDS interventions was a platform for working with

children, emphasising the importance of child welfare in the

the KwaZulu-Natal (KZN) provincial Department of Social

context of HIV/AIDS. HEARD worked closely with UNICEF

Development on its ‘youth development’ plans in 2008, in

and NERCHA to devise and conduct this project. A particular

association with a UNFPA team that was providing technical

Emergency

Response

Council

on

challenge was working in a context of changing political
agendas on the issue within the government and so, having to
modify the form and content of the project as it progressed, to
ensure it served its intended purpose.

assistance to the department. In 2009, HEARD researchers
and project administrators actively supported a monthly interdepartmental research forum set up by the department and
assisted the latter’s efforts to establish an ethical review board
for all project proposals funded by the provincial government.

A project with the De Beer’s mining company, to understand

One intention for 2010 is to facilitate interactions with the

why the participation rates of workers in company ART

provincial Premier’s office on the issue of child welfare,

Research Overview
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drawing in other HEARD research in this field and a successful,

systems and insights on patient migration in these situations.

experimental system devised and implemented by HEARD for

These findings provide a basis for more targeted research

referring children to government services in one KZN district.

and reflection on the otherwise sound disaster management
structures that have been established in some countries.

Another project followed collaboration with UNAIDS in 2008

Regional Research

to put Disability and HIV/AIDS on the global policy agenda.
HEARD has always had a regional orientation. By 2004, 70%
of its research projects were conducted outside South Africa.
The ratio has since changed; there are more cross-country
studies that include South Africa. This was the nature of 11
HEARD projects in 2009.

HEARD spent much of 2009 building an African network of
researchers and practitioner agencies. These agencies are
confronting the marginalisation of disabled people in HIV/AIDS
and general health care programmes while the researchers
are investigating the links between disabilities and HIV/AIDS
(generally higher prevalence rates amongst disabled people
than national averages; the contributions of HIV infection

HEARD often conducts small exploratory projects on

to mental and physical illnesses and conversely, the effects

potentially significant issues; in 2009, one being on the effects

of disabilities on treatment). By the end of 2009 this project

of unpredicted interruptions in the treatment of HIV patients.

was supported by a review of all National Strategic Plans of

The background to this project is the expansion of ART

southern and eastern Africa, an exploratory study in Zambia,

programmes in the region and the management challenges of

a film project to be completed in time for the international AIDS

ensuring patients’ access to medicines and adherence to the

conference in Vienna in 2010 and a multi-country (Malawi,

medicinal regimes. It is well known that treatment interruptions,

Tanzania, South Africa and Zambia) research proposal on a

even for a short time, can lead to severe opportunistic illness,

currently neglected issue: mental health care. This interest was

as well as raising the threat of drug resistance. There is a

coupled with HEARD joining an alliance of European, South

growing body of research and useful means to minimise these

African and East African research organisations committed

challenges. However, there has been little consideration of how

to combining health and social science research in support

‘environmental crises’ which are common in the region, affect

of practical interventions conducted by government and non-

access and adherence to ART, and little work on building this

government health agencies. These are important milestones

context into treatment management systems. The project was

for HEARD, because the long term agenda of its body of

the first cross-country study on this issue and simply looked

health care research is to transform African health systems.

at three events: the 2007 public sector strike in South Africa,
the 2008 floods in Mozambique and the politico-economic
turmoil in Zimbabwe. The findings are not conclusive but
they revealed generally poor information and co-ordination

18
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In other cases, the focus was on using knowledge
accumulated from projects over several years in interactions
with

governments

and

NGOs.

For

instance,

through

for institutional capacity building in Africa. The foundation is
HEARD’s longstanding commitment to collaborative research
and to becoming competent in advocacy work. As is intimated
above, 2009 was the year in which this investment began to
yield dividends. Previous health systems-oriented research
projects, for example, helped to establish partnerships with
the University of Zambia and the Muhimbili University of Allied
and Health Science, Dar es Salaam. New projects include
these universities and the University of Malawi as well as
regional and local NGOs in those countries, to consolidate
the institutional capacity building agenda. One expectation
HEARD’s Health System team from left (front row): Dr Deodatus
Kakoko (Tanzania), Suraya Dawad (HEARD, Project Manager/
lead), Dr Mughwira Mwangu (Tanzania, Project Manager/lead),
Gabriel Pollen (Zambia), Caesar Cheelo (Zambia, Project
Manager/lead). (Back) Lutangu Ingombe (Zambia), Prof Tim
Quinlan (HEARD Research Director) and Given Mutinta (HEARD
Research Intern).

for 2010 is an evident increase in the number of scientific
publications co-authored with other African researchers.

Integrating Research and Communications

collaboration with many researchers and organisations since
2003, HEARD and the International Food Policy Research
Institute (IFPRI) have developed a model for investigating
and evaluating vulnerability of households and settlement
populations. The model was used in 2008 and 2009 with
international humanitarian NGOs to inform their strategic

A particular achievement in 2009 was the documentation of
a communications strategy. The strategy integrates HEARD’s
research and communications and marketing portfolios. Its
purpose is to make more use of opportunities arising from the
nature of our research.

reviews of their programmes on food security. In May 2009,
HEARD presented the model for critique by scientists at the
Oslo conference of the Global Environmental Change Project.
In 2010 HEARD intends to work with organisations involved in
practical vulnerability assessments in the region to devise a
toolkit from the scientific model.

…the orthodox notion of
disseminating information and
knowledge after research has
been completed, and then only

Multi-functionality is an important consideration in the design of
HEARD’s research projects. One consequence, because it is
part of HEARD’s funding remit, is the use of research projects

in scientific journals, simply
does not work for HEARD.

Research Overview
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On the one hand, HEARD’s research ranges from exploratory

initiatives include support from the Overseas Development

studies, to question or problem-led scientific studies, to

Institute, London, for a project in 2004 that was part of its

advocacy-led projects from which scientific and operational

‘Getting research into policy and practice’ programme;

research evolve; all of which support an agenda to ensure

ongoing collaboration with IFPRI to facilitate interaction and

practical use of the findings. This means that researchers are

exchanges across the boundary between science and politics;

drawn to using different media and styles of communication to

since 2007, participation in a DfID programme that supports

reach different audiences at different stages in the course of a

systemic combination of science and communications studies;

project or set of projects.

successful experimentation with social marketing in 2009 on
the basis of experience with the limitations of advocacy work;

On the other hand, the orthodox notion of disseminating
information

and

knowledge

after

research

has

been

completed, and then only in scientific journals, simply does
not work for HEARD. Peer-reviewed publication of research
is a vital component of HEARD’s research agenda but

the cultivation of ties with the Athena Institute, Amsterdam, in
view of its renown on the theory and practice of ‘communicating
science to society’; and, most recently, as noted earlier, the
alliance formed with researchers and NGOs in Europe, and
southern and east Africa.

researchers are encouraged to be as rigorous and also more
creative to reach a range of audiences and users of research

The communications strategy is essential to guide researchers’

findings. This means that HEARD has a communications and

initiatives. In April, HEARD organised a photo-journalism

marketing co-ordinator to assist researchers. It also means

exhibit at the time of the South African AIDS conference to

that ‘communications’ has to be built into research projects

publicise the nascence of women truck drivers being employed

from the moment of conception.

in South Africa’s transport industry. In June, HEARD held a
conference on the ‘Rhetoric of AIDS’ which brought together

The foundation of these agenda is HEARD’s role as an applied
research organisation that is funded to influence policy-making
on the HIV/AIDS pandemic in Africa. The communications
strategy is the culmination of a range of initiatives since 2003
to develop the necessary competencies within HEARD to fulfil
this role.

papers, mostly by African scholars, on challenges and insights
on how HIV and AIDS is publicised in Africa. One set of
papers is to be published in a journal supported by HEARD.
In August, IFPRI facilitated a training workshop on writing
‘issues’ and ‘policy’ briefs for HEARD researchers and some
did the IFPRI online training in October. In November, HEARD
conducted a prototype training workshop on ‘real ethics’. This
course drew upon HEARD’s experience of the dilemmas and

Internal initiatives include staff advocacy training since

challenges that confront researchers in Africa. Participants

2004, writing tutors, the institution of a formal mentoring

included researchers from HEARD’s partner institutions in

system in 2008 and, in 2009, procedures for external peer

southern Africa. Evaluations were very positive and, in 2010,

review of proposals and draft scientific manuscripts. External

HEARD intends to conduct a second workshop, testing it with
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bio-medical and other social scientists before developing a

people who experience these problems in daily life. This

course for marketing in the region.

serves as a basis for deciding what research is appropriate
and to indicate the type of interventions that may be feasible
and can be explored within a research project. This path has
been dictated partly by working in contexts of fear and denial
amidst positive, yet fragmented, interventions. HEARD has
also taken this route because its funding mandate is to provide
an holistic perspective on the challenges and the solutions.
The integration of communications and research is a way
to create opportunities for government and non-government
agencies to use research findings to good effect and point out
to scientists where further research is needed. For HEARD,

A visitor is pictured at the multi-media exhibition which highlighted
the experiences of women truck drivers in South Africa.

this is a vital means to be ever-sensitive to the changing
environment for research in Africa.

HEARD Research Associate Scott Naysmith (right) who
conducted the study on women truck drivers with Clara Rubincam
is interviewed by SABC news radio at the exhibition.

Trends

HEARD’s task is to influence policy-making on health care
and human welfare in Africa. This has involved HEARD in
collective imagining of improved services and systems with

Research Overview
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Thirty-five HEARD research
projects were underway in
2009 which will contribute to
the knowledge and increased
understanding of the reality
of the drivers of HIV, the
impact of the epidemic and
the development of skilful
responses, including prevention.
The projects are summarised
in the following list.
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The list below outlines the full range of HEARD’s research activities in 2009. Further details can be found on the HEARD
website.

1.

Amajuba Child Health and Wellbeing Project

20.

2.

Public Sector Responses Project (adolescents)

Natal: Care-Giver Wellbeing and Factors Mediating

3.

Assessing the Balance of Burden of HIV/AIDS

Wellbeing

4.

Renewal Project (SAVI; child future security; co-

21.

Care for Children Orphaned by AIDS in KwaZulu-

The Potential Impact of Socio-Political and 		

ordination and partnership)

Economic Factors on the Response to HIV and

5.

Workplace VCT/ART Project

AIDS in South Africa

6.

Impact of HIV/AIDS on Health Systems

7.

Comprehensive Care Costing Study

8.

Community Mobilisation around HIV/AIDS in South

22.

1966-2007
23.

Africa
9.

Understanding Demographic Change in Swaziland

African Community for HIV/AIDS Programme
Evaluation

Cost Effectiveness of Different Models of ART

24.

Unplanned ART Interruption in Southern Africa

Programmes (ORACTA)

25.

Rebuilding Human Capital in the Context of HIV/

10.

Ithembelethu Project Evaluation

11.

UNAIDS Economics Reference Group

12.

Health Worker Salaries Project

13.

Impact of Economic Globalisation on Vulnerability to

27.

HIV/AIDS Gender Think Tank

HIV/AIDS and Capacity of Countries to Respond

28.

Support to SABCOHA

14.

Work-family Arrangements

29.

Understanding AIDS Exceptionalism

15.

Aids and State (book)

30.

AIDS in the Hyper-Epidemic Areas (Cape Area

16.

Vukuzakhe: Self-development as a Tool for 		

17.

AIDS in Swaziland
26.

Development Aid in South Africa

Panel Study)

Strengthening Sexual Decision Making: Focusing on

31.

Disability Network

Young People in the KwaSani Area (Underberg)

32.

Durban Pilot Study on HIV and Cities

Reviewing ‘Emergencies’ in Red Countries: Shifting

33.

Caregiver-Child Wellbeing Project: KZN 		

the Paradigm in Lesotho
18.

Evaluation of a Community Care Programme in

uKunankekela Study
34.

Chatsworth (Durban)
19.

Orphans, Vulnerability and the Politics of 		

Exploratory Study of Female Truck Drivers and their
Employers in South Africa

Human Resources for Health in Southern Africa
(HRH-SA)

35.

The Political Economy of Swaziland
(book project)

Research Activity List
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Shéla McCullough
Moving beyond academic
dissemination to packaging
academic output which
is accessible to the
organisation’s target market.
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Collaboration
To develop its strategy of bridging the gap between research,
communications and utilisation and to explore mutual
collaboration, HEARD staff visited the Athena Institute, a Dutch
research organisation based at Vrije University, Amsterdam,
which is at the forefront of innovative research communications.
Various discussions with the organisation’s director, Dr Joske
Bunders, and its research staff assisted in finalising HEARD’s
communications and marketing strategy, as well as assisting
the organisation in looking at new ways of moving beyond
academic dissemination to packaging academic output which
would be accessible to the organisation’s target market.
Shéla McCullough, Communications and Marketing Co-ordinator

In 2009, HEARD’s communication strategy was refined and
expanded to include a focus on bridging the gap between
research, communications and utilisation and to ensure that
new ways of communicating the organisation’s work to a wide
range of end users was explored.

To this end, HEARD’s communications and marketing agenda
involved developing, implementing and maintaining systematic
interaction between the research and communications
components of the organisation’s work and using innovative
and creative means to translate and communicate HEARD
research (activities and results) to various media.

In pursuit of its aim, throughout 2009 HEARD hosted events
and attended and presented at a number of key conferences,
thus raising the visibility of the organisation as well as its
research profile, and explored multi-media communication
opportunities.

Hosted Events
Over the course of 2009, HEARD has, in association with
like-minded organisations, hosted a series of events. The two
most notable events were the following:

The African Association for Rhetoric (AAR), in association with
HEARD, hosted its second international biennial conference
in July. This year’s theme was ‘Rhetoric in the Time of AIDS:
African Perspectives’. The conference brought together
distinguished researchers, scholars and graduate students
from across the globe with a common interest in rhetoric
and AIDS. The aim of the conference was to deliberate on
the intersection of rhetoric and AIDS and the different social
discourses that have been constructed over the last three
decades.

The 2009 South African Work-Family Symposium hosted by
HEARD, the University of Cape Town and the Businesswomen’s

Communicating Science to Society
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Association of South Africa in Cape Town in November. Tight

The general consensus was that symposia such as these are

labour markets, the intensification of work and the increase

essential in opening the debate on how to make workplaces in

in the female labour force have given rise to issues around

South Africa more family friendly.

work-family arrangements globally. In particular, the scourge
of HIV/AIDS has imposed an enormous burden of care on our
citizens, many of whom are battling to find ways to combine

Conference Attendance

their care-giving with their employment in the labour market.
HEARD research staff attended and presented at a number
of conferences during 2009. The most notable of these were
the following:

•

The 4th South African AIDS Conference (SAAC).

This was held at the Durban International Conference Centre,
Durban, from 31 March to 3 April 2009. HEARD exhibited
and HEARD staff presented three oral presentations and six
research posters.

Pictured at the Work Family Symposium (from left to right) are
Professor Ria Smit, University of Johannesburg, Professor
Marian Baird, University of Sydney, Professor Jeff Bagraim
University of Cape Town, Lisa Dancaster HEARD, University
of KwaZulu-Natal and Professor Suzan Lewis, Middlesex
University.
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•

The 9th International AIDS Impact Conference. This

was held at the Grand Palm Hotel, Gaborone, Botswana, from
22 to 25 September 2009. The conference brought together
multiple perspectives on current HIV/AIDS issues and

dilemmas. HEARD exhibited and three oral and three poster

examined links between the South African road freight

presentations were given by HEARD staff.

industry’s skilled labour shortage and the hiring of female truck
drivers. HEARD research associates, Clara Rubincam and

•

The SAHARA Conference. This was held at

Scott Naysmith, led the research which took place from August

Gallagher Estate, Midrand, from 30 November to 3 December

2008 to March 2009.The multi-media presentation featured

2009. Here, an international gathering of decision-makers

stills and audio by New York photographer Liz Rubincam.

discussed, analysed and put into perspective the plight of HIV/

Rubincam travelled with three female truck drivers during their

AIDS in Africa. HEARD exhibited and HEARD research intern

12-hour shifts in Durban and Tongaat and documented their

Loveness Satande presented a research poster.

work and home environment over a two-month period. This
culminated in the multi-media piece and gallery show.

Film and Multi-Media

HEARD is engaged in a long-term project to facilitate local
government in the Amajuba district of KwaZulu-Natal to

The use of film and multi-media are highly effective methods

develop an Integrated Child Welfare Management Plan

of communicating academic research findings in a manner

(ICWMP) as a practical mechanism by which to manage

that is both accessible and makes an impact. During 2009,

growing levels of vulnerability in the district. The project,

HEARD was involved in three such projects.

called The Amajuba Child Health and Wellbeing Research
Project (ACHWRP), conducted an ambitious social marketing

In April the organisation hosted a multi-media presentation

exercise to bridge the divide between research and policy

comprising still images from an exploratory study on female

making and also that between advocacy and science. The

truck drivers, previously conducted by HEARD. This study

campaign involved segmenting and communicating key

Communicating Science to Society
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messages at specific times to defined target audiences in

This led to an invitation by the Amajuba district municipality to

order to increase the importance of an integrated child welfare

present a proposal to include a coherent plan for child welfare

management plan to relevant government departments.

in the district municipality’s Integrated Development Plan (IDP)

Activities included the production of a film entitled Keeping

2011 to the Amajuba Forum for Local Economic Development

the Promises which was disseminated to local government

and the IDP Council.

officials and which highlighted the everyday struggles of the
Amajuba community in trying to access services and the need

In keeping with the organisation’s innovative approach to

to implement an integrated child welfare management plan;

research, HEARD launched its film, Vukuzakhe Arise and

local community radio dialogue sessions; the use of radio and

Build Yourself, in April in Durban. A year previously, HEARD

print news; photo exhibitions within government departments;

had conducted research evaluating the work of Vukuzakhe, a

a monthly newsletter sent directly to local government officials

community project in Underberg. Vukuzakhe is an HIV/AIDS

and NGOs and a ‘photo diary’ as seen through the eyes of

intervention prevention programme targeting youth in an area

local children living in Amajuba, entitled Human Voices.

which has one of the highest HIV prevalence rates in the world.
It attempts to influence sexual decision making indirectly by
including HIV issues in extra literacy and drama lessons. The
evaluation of Vukuzakhe led to an action-research agenda
which included the production of this short film.

Vukuzakhe Arise and Build Yourself was screened at the 30th
Durban International Film Festival and in the Dia de Africa
(Day of Africa) section of the 2009 Spanish Film Festival. A
request for screening has also come from the 2010 Movies that
Matter Festival, an initiative of the Dutch section of Amnesty
International and the successor of the Amnesty International
Film Festival.
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Jonathan Gunthorp
To increase research and thus
knowlegde in the region and to
enhance regional research capacity
in HIV/AIDS - related fields.

Research Capacity Programme
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In response, HEARD designed a Research Capacity
Programme with two components: The Young Researchers
Initiative (YRI) and a PhD programme. The former aims to
disseminate more knowledge via publication and to enhance
the careers of emerging researchers in the region. The latter
aims to produce doctoral-level research capacity in the region,
enhance the careers of east and southern African-based
researchers and contribute to original research and thought
on the epidemics in the region, their consequences and
responses.

Young Researchers Initiative
The Young Researchers Initiative is aimed at enhancing
the capacity of young researchers to develop and share
Jonathan Gunthorp, Programme Leader: African Leadership
and Research Capacity Programmes

knowledge on health and HIV/AIDS in the region, firstly by
exposing them to cutting edge academic research through
attendance at conferences and workshops, and secondly,

The publication output of non-medical HIV/AIDS-related

through providing intensive support in academic writing.

articles from exclusively SADC-based authors has declined
considerably over the past 17 years; of the Social Sciences

In 2009 the YRI sponsored the attendance of 23 young

and Humanities publications indicating research in the region

researchers from across southern and east Africa at the 4th

by the region, 74% were produced exclusively by South African

South African AIDS Conference in Durban. The researchers

authors while non-South African SADC authors produced 24%

were exposed to cutting edge thinking and debates on HIV/

of these articles and 2% were co-published by South African

AIDS policy, research and advocacy.

and other SADC authors.
Since June 2009, the YRI has moved into a new phase of
When these figures are placed alongside the scale of the

providing academic mentoring, supporting eight young

devastation being wrought by HIV/AIDS two imperatives arise;

researchers to transform their innovative and exciting research

firstly, to increase research and thus knowledge in the region

into academic articles. Mentoring support has been provided

and secondly, to enhance regional research capacity in HIV/

by a range of internationally recognised HIV/AIDS experts:

AIDS-related fields.

Dr Olagoke Akintola (University of KwaZulu-Natal), Professor
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The PhD Programme
Initiated early in 2009, the HEARD PhD Scholarship
Programme has two broad and interconnected aims; to
promote African scholars and scholarship, and to fight HIV/
AIDS. To this end, funding opportunities for PhD research
and training in HIV/AIDS have been provided at three South
African Universities: the University of KwaZulu-Natal, the
University of the Free State and the University of Cape Town.
The PhD students, drawn from across the SADC region, will
spend three years working towards their doctorates. Fourteen
Pictured at the 4th South African AIDS Conference, (from left to
right) YRI Co-ordinator Andy Gibbs, Thando Vilakazi (University of Cape Town, MSc student), Rochelle Burgess (YRI Coordinator) and Thulani Madinginye (University of Cape Town,
MSc student).

scholarships were awarded to five women and nine men.

Catherine Campbell (London School of Economics), Dr

are from Zimbabwe, three from South Africa, two from Malawi

Kevin Kelly (Centre for AIDS Development, Research and

and one each from Mozambique, Tanzania and Uganda.

Eleven of the scholarships were taken up during 2009 and the
remaining three candidates will be joining the PhD Scholarship
Programme towards the end of January 2010. Six candidates

Evaluation) and Dr Poloko Kebaabetswe (Centre for Disease
Control, Botswana). Support from these experts has included

One of the objectives of the scholarship programme is

detailed feedback on how to structure an academic article;

to provide the students with a comprehensive academic

what literature young researchers should be engaging with;

experience and an enriching study environment as well as

and which journals would be likely to accept their research.

academic supervision and guidance. In this respect, funding

This process will continue into 2010, with the intention that a

to attend local HIV/AIDS conferences has been allocated and

number of researchers submit their articles for publication in

in 2010 the programme will host a conference with the HEARD

academic journals.

PhD scholarship students, their supervisors and international
experts in the AIDS arena. The conference will allow the

In 2010, the initiative plans to increase the number of young

experts to address the students and critique papers on their

researchers it supports in academic writings skills, focusing

current research.

particularly on supporting applicants from outside southern
Africa. In addition it will provide support for HEARD’s current

The programme has only been made possible because of the

pool of young researchers in developing abstracts to submit

support HEARD has received from the hosting departments

to the 2010 International AIDS Conference, as well as with

at the three universities and from the School of Development

applications for scholarships to attend the event.

Studies at the University of KwaZulu-Natal.

Research Capacity Programme
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The HEARD PhD Enrichment Programme at the University

working to curb the AIDS epidemic, but will also have input into

of KwaZulu-Natal

a broad range of fields covering health promotion and broader
regional socio-economic development. HEARD’s intention is

An integral part of the study experience in Durban has been

that they be among the intellectual, civil and political leaders

the development of the HEARD PhD Enrichment Programme.

of the future. In fact, one of the conditions of receiving the

In addition to regular meetings with their academic

scholarship is a commitment from the students to remain on

supervisors, the students meet approximately once a week

the continent for at least two years after graduating. In this

with the programme organisers, Professor Eleanor Preston-

way HEARD is confident that the programme will contribute to

Whyte and Cailin Hedderwick, for a wide range of discussions.

fostering African scholarship.

Approximately half the meetings are devoted to interrogating
new frontiers in HIV protection and AIDS treatment through
discussions around the latest publications and seminal
papers. While the research focus is predominantly socioeconomic, every effort is made to remain informed about
advances in the bio-medical sphere. Here the programme has
at its disposal many luminaries in the field who are members
of staff of the University. The programme’s long term agenda
includes engaging with current topics as well as major public
controversies, such as issues of ‘African culture’, polygamy
and circumcision for instance, and the implications of these
practices on the future of HIV.

The remaining half of these meetings is dedicated to reading
and discussing a wide range of literature (including novels,
short stories, philosophy and poetry) on and about the
African continent, as well as comparative literature from other
countries in the southern hemisphere. On the suggestion of
the students, filmed productions of Shakespeare’s plays have
been included.

HEARD anticipates that these students will return to their
countries to take up senior positions in the health sector and
government. In this way they will be not only instrumental in
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Pictured at a PhD Enrichment class are (clockwise from back
left) Annette Keezabu Kasimbazi, Kisu Simwaka, Njabulo
Nkomazana, Anne Murenha, Professors Yvonne Sliep and
Eleanor Preston-Whyte.

Jonathan Gunthorp
Without mobilised, focused
leadership, intentions and
resources are wasted.

African Leadership Support Programme
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Leadership is arguably more important than any other

supporting, respectively, SADC governments and national

resource in combating HIV and furthering development in

AIDS co-ordinating authorities, and SADC parliaments.

southern Africa. Leaders shape perceptions, model ways

HEARD works closely with both units.

of living, govern allocation of resources, drive action and
oversee accountability. Without mobilised, focused leadership,
intentions and resources are wasted. HEARD has formulated

The ‘50 by 15’ Prevention Leadership

an African Leadership Support Programme with two major

Movement

objectives: to contribute to supplying leaders with knowledge
and evidence on existing HIV and health issues in the region

While significant strides are being made in treatment and

and to place emerging issues on the agendas of leaders by

considerable attention given to care and support in health

producing and/or packaging new evidence.

systems, prevention continues to be the ‘latecomer’ in terms
of response thinking and mobilisation of resources. Daily, over

In support of existing issues, HEARD has helped conceptualise

3 100 people in the SADC region become infected with HIV.1

and drive the ‘50 by 15 movement’(a movement for leadership

Without ‘turning off the tap’ of new infections the region is

on prevention in the region); has worked with SADC on

fighting a losing battle against HIV/AIDS.

mobilising thinking on economics and the resourcing of HIV
and health responses; and has focused on women, gender

Together with its allies (UNAIDS, Southern African AIDS Trust

and HIV. In support of emerging issues HEARD has been

[SAT], Population Services International [PSI], SAfAIDS,

at the forefront of placing on agendas the scale of urban

World AIDS Campaign and Soul City), HEARD has played

epidemics in the region; looking at the issue of health workers

a key role in conceptualising, initiating and driving a ‘50 by

and extreme drug-resistant TB; supporting initial research into

15’ movement aimed at stimulating activism to achieve the

the human rights issue of forced sterilisation of HIV positive

millennium development goal of halving new HIV infections

women; and exploring new ways of seeing, and acting on the

by 2015. It was decided that working with a broad range of

inter-relationship between disability and HIV.

leadership would be the most effective means of community
mobilisation, starting with SADC parliamentarians.

The following are some of the programme’s key achievements
in 2009.

Early in 2009 HEARD, together with SAT and PSI, co-hosted
a ground-breaking regional assembly of parliamentarians
and civil society organisations to discuss and plan for

HEARD’s Work with SADC

HIV prevention. A steering group was formed which has
subsequently made inputs at several regional meetings and

In southern Africa, the SADC HIV and AIDS Unit and the SADC

continues to guide and resource the movement. HEARD

Parliamentary Forum HIV and AIDS Unit are responsible for

commissioned a logo which is becoming widely used in

1. SADC HIV Prevention Meeting: Achieving Prevention Targets. June 2009. Johannesburg
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support of prevention across the region.

the Southern and East Africa Research into Cities and HIV/
AIDS, formed in late 2009 as a collaboration between a
number of entities including HEARD, UNAIDS, UN-HABITAT,
United Nations Development Programme, Wits University and
South Africa’s Medical Research Council.

The original Urban HIV Project began in late 2008 when
UNAIDS East and Southern African Support Team (UNAIDS
RST ESA) compiled statistics on the disproportionate ‘weight’
of urban areas in the HIV epidemic in southern and east Africa.

The initial aim of the project was to focus on the city level
responses to HIV/AIDS in the 15 metropolitans on the African

HIV and Economics

continent which, among others, included Cape Town, Pretoria,
Durban, Johannesburg, Port Elizabeth, Addis Ababa, Dar

The resources needed in the region to roll back the HIV

es Salaam, Harare, Kampala, Lusaka, Kigali, Maputo and

epidemic are substantially more than those currently available,

Nairobi.

and many resources originate from international co-operating
partner countries and are susceptible to the unpredictability of

The project began by hosting talks amongst interested

global economics.

practitioners from academia, UNAIDS, international cooperating partner countries, the Alliance of Mayors and

In 2009 HEARD worked with the SADC HIV and AIDS Unit

Municipal Leaders on HIV/AIDS in Africa (Amicaall) and the

and with UNAIDS in Geneva to prepare inputs on HIV and

World Bank Global HIV/AIDS Programme. These were later

economics for leadership forums and to conceptualise and

extended to include other regional players, local government

begin planning for a Technical Working Group of the SADC

authorities and a research network on cities. The outcome of

Secretariat that would deal with HIV and economics. The

these conversations was the beginnings of a research agenda

SADC HIV and AIDS Unit has requested that HEARD act as

for cities and HIV and the emergence of an informal regional

the initiating secretariat for such a working group.

working group on the issue.

The next step in popularising both the issue of urban and slum

Urban and Slum Epidemics

HIV as well as thinking on programming was to mobilise for the
International Society for Urban Health’s 8th annual conference

The Urban HIV Project is a contributing project to SEARCH,

in Nairobi, Kenya in October 2009. The theme, Meeting Urban

African Leadership Support Programme
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Health Needs Through Innovative Research, Policies and
Interventions, provided an opportunity to raise issues of HIV
as part of a global urban health agenda.
The project worked extensively with partners, including
UNAIDS and UN-HABITAT, in the run-up to the conference
before hosting two key events in Nairobi: a workshop for
conference delegates entitled Cities, Slums HIV: Exploring
the Southern and East African Evidence and thereafter, a
small, targeted international meeting, held with participants
from UNAIDS, UN-HABITAT, WHO and a range of experts

Photo credit: Angela Buckland

and academics, to discuss continuing the momentum gained
at the conference. The workshop was chaired by the acting
executive director of HEARD. Finally for 2009, a post-Nairobi
workshop was held at UNAIDS offices in Johannesburg where
it was agreed that an ongoing network of organisations calling
themselves SEARCH (Southern and East Africa Research into
Cities and HIV) would work together on urban and slum HIV.

Gender Inequalities and the Status of Women
Gender inequalities remain one of the most entrenched
structural drivers of HIV/AIDS in southern Africa and are
reinforced by a resounding silence on sexuality.

as public documents in 2010 and will provide evidence to
inform policy development in the region. In addition the project
commissioned the internationally recognised photographer
Angela Buckland to undertake a small photographic project
on gender and sexuality. These pictures create visual
representations of issues raised in the project.

At the end of 2009 the project held its first Project Advisory
Committee (PAC) meeting made up of four of the top thinkers
on gender and HIV/AIDS in the region: Rachel Jewkes (Medical
Research Council), Dean Peacock (Sonke Gender Justice),
Sisonke Msimang (Open Society Initiative for Southern Africa)
and Cheryl Potgieter (Dean of Research, UKZN). The PAC

The HEARD Gender and HIV and AIDS Project aims to place

provides robust oversight of the project and its activities, key

gender inequalities and sexuality on the agenda of leaders in

contacts and collaborations and suggests innovations and

southern and east Africa in a bid to shape current thinking on

synergies with other related work. As the project develops, the

the most appropriate ways to tackle these issues within HIV/

PAC will continue to provide oversight and support, enhancing

AIDS responses.

the project’s long-term impact.

In line with these aims the project has commissioned reports
to provide baseline information on the integration of gender

In 2010 the project will continue its aim of placing gender on

issues within national responses. These reports will be released

the agenda of African leaders thereby strengthening HIV/AIDS
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New Ways of Seeing HIV and Disability
People with disabilities are one of the key populations at
higher risk of exposure to HIV, yet few programmes include
or target people with disabilities. People living with HIV may
also develop impairments and/or disabilities as a result of the
disease and/or side effects of the treatment. Although this has
been recognised by international bodies such as UNAIDS,
very little is known about the interrelations between HIV and
disability.

HEARD’s Disability and HIV Project aims at supporting
leadership in disability and HIV issues within the SADC
region. In November 2009 the project published a systematic
literature review and initiated the first special issue on
disability and HIV/AIDS in the journal of the International AIDS
Society (IAS). In addition, all National Strategic Plans in east
and southern Africa were reviewed through a disability lens.
This work will be available at the beginning of 2010. HEARD’s
disability work was presented at the AIDS Impact Conference
in Botswana and has found its way into the UNAIDS policy
brief on disability and HIV (2009).

HEARD has worked with various international disability and
Photo credit: Angela Buckland

advocacy groups but in particular in the SADC region. As
a result, HEARD has developed a wide e-network of those
interested in disability issues and is using this to update
interested practitioners. This will be taken forward in 2010 with

programming. It will do this by promoting utilisation of high
quality outputs that provide strategic guidance to a range of

an official quarterly e-newsletter.

In addition HEARD is developing a disability and HIV resource

regional players including governments, parliaments, National

centre on its website, with an updated library, good practice

AIDS Councils and civil society.

collection and information about past and future events.

African Leadership Support Programme
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Varsha Chhagan
Operations in 2009 have been
about improving systems,
strengthening staff capacity,
improving productivity and
aligning organisational structure
to support output.
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Human Resource Developments
Over the course of the year HEARD’s HR department expanded
its role to provide the organisation with both strategic and
technical direction in accordance with university policies and
current labour legislative practices. HEARD also implemented
the

university’s

performance

management

system

for

all support staff and performance agreements, with key
performance areas and measurable objectives and outputs,
were put in place. Staff skills were reviewed and professional
development plans developed to build staff capacity. In
particular, skills enhancement of both support and research
staff was addressed and a formal mentoring programme
established. Noting the success of the performance system in
improving productivity, rewarding top performers and retaining
skilled staff, it was decided that it will be rolled out to all staff of
Varsha Chhagan, Operations Director

the organisation in 2010.

Human resources systems were further strengthened by

Introduction

the implementation of better internal controls, developing
HEARD-specific procedures and improving authorisation

HEARD has had an extremely successful year and the

procedures for all HR systems. Changes were made to the

operations division has strengthened the organisation’s ability

organisational structure in order to improve line management

to deliver on its promises. To a large extent operations in

functions and internal communication, and to increase overall

2009 have been about improving systems, strengthening staff

organisational efficiency in order for the organisation to better

capacity, improving productivity and aligning organisational

meet its strategic objectives. Senior researchers were given

structure to support output. These have all translated into an

management responsibility within the research function while

overall improvement in operational efficiency in direct support

administrative functions were split into three departments

of HEARD implementing its strategy.

(research, programmes and operations). Late in the year,
HEARD launched an employee assistance programme aimed

The year also involved strengthening HEARD’s governance

at providing employees with both personal and professional

through the establishment of a Board and a research advisory

counselling services. This programme is expected to expand

committee.

in 2010, providing all HEARD staff with support to enhance
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their skills in managing various workplace challenges.

contains three ribbons. These reflect the organisation’s core
activity, Research (hence the accentuated ‘R’ in the typeface

Developments in Communication

‘HEARD’), and its two new areas of work, African Leadership
and Capacity Building. With the introduction of the new brand,

A range of activities are utilised to promote HEARD’s regional

HEARD created a ‘brand manual’ containing guidelines for

research mandate and to communicate its research which,

adherence to the brand’s integrity. Additional programme

in 2009, included updating content on, and improving the

specific, unique brands were also launched, each with their

functionality of HEARD’s website; engaging with and providing

own logo, for the African Cities Initiative and the Prevention

information to development partners and stakeholders via

Thinking Campaign (50% by 2015). The new identity has

e-newsletters;

(HEARD

aligned the organisation with its current work and purpose and

brochures) which provide a snapshot of the organisation’s

accurately reflects its remarkable growth and increasing social

mandate and reach; engaging with the press; hosting

influence.

producing

marketing

materials

workshops and symposia; and exhibiting and networking at
industry-related conferences. The range of methods used to
communicate and disseminate HEARD’s work and research

Information Management

findings throughout 2009 are highlighted in a dedicated section
under Communicating Science to Society in this annual report.

In 2009, HEARD successfully implemented better ways of
managing its information when it moved from traditional
methods of information storage to managing its resources

Brand Identity

electronically. A document management system was put in
place and an organisational repository of documents and
digitised resources created. The organisation’s website was
enhanced for improved functionality and an intranet was
launched to facilitate better information sharing. The new,
improved website utilises an easily maintained platform which
allows for the convenient addition of research-based tools and
services, for example remote news feeds, podcasts and other
multi-media, while at the same time updating the content of the
website. The website also allows for improved authentication
and authorisation, and external web-services integration for
sites such as YouTube or HEARD’s newly introduced online

HEARD’S new brand identity helped in continuing to profile

document system, Knowledge Tree. The website has been

the organisation’s work and image. HEARD’s new logo

expanded to include a Knowledge Centre which allows users
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to search for information relating to HIV/AIDS institutions and

systems and information-sharing platforms and to launching

literature. Another new feature of the website is the signup

networking forums for knowledge sharing.

forms for project-specific symposiums, such as the 2009
South African Work-Family Symposium.

Administration
HEARD’s intranet is continuously updated with new information
to help keep staff informed and is linked to the website using

The year has been exceptionally busy for administrators at

the same login system. HEARD’s intranet is also used as a

HEARD who managed close to 100 events and co-ordinated

menu to navigate staff to HEARD’s other systems, Knowledge

over 700 requests for travel. These included high profile

Tree and Sugar (the contacts management system). While

international events such as the UNAIDS Validation Workshop

these systems are still growing, several modules are planned

on Resource Needs for HIV/AIDS in Sub-Saharan Africa,

for 2010 including a timesheet system, MNE (a researcher’s

which HEARD hosted together with Futures Institute (USA).

system), IMF (internal monitoring and evaluation system) and

A total of 33 delegates from 17 countries came together in

an endnote exchange system (referencing tool). The overall

Johannesburg to workshop country-level needs and to be

search feature of the website was also updated to allow for

introduced to the Resource Needs Model Tool for estimating

full text search and was upgraded to include a search function

future costs of the response to AIDS. HEARD also hosted the

for both web page content and downloadable files. Recently

HEARD/IDRC Team Workshop which comprised academics

added modules include the hosting and availability of an on-

from five international academic institutions who were

line survey system, directly from the HEARD website.

conducting research to establish a deeper understanding
of the linkages between economic globalisation and growth
and vulnerability to HIV/AIDS. Other events co-ordinated by
HEARD included the Annual African Rhetoric Conference, the
Pan-African Rhetoric Roundtable and the African Cities and
HIV/AIDS Prevention Workshop (in collaboration with UNAIDS
and South African AIDS Trust).

HEARD’s newsletter was re-launched in late 2009 in an
updated electronic format and sent directly to stakeholders’

HEARD also managed a large number of contracts, entering

email boxes. A newly-introduced newsletter system manages

into agreements with other prestigious academic institutions

and maintains HEARD News, from sending the newsletter to

and partnering with suitable organisations to deliver impactful

current subscribers to collecting contact information of new

programmes and research findings. The administrators

subscribers.

at HEARD also facilitated the improvement of information
management with the migration of HEARD’s information to

In 2010, we look forward to continue improving our information

new, improved systems. Substantial progress was made in
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using available technology to better manage the organisation’s
information. Training on the various new systems built staff
capacity, consequently giving staff the ability to maintain
implemented systems.
The co-ordination of HEARD’s midterm evaluation, which took
place midyear, required significant administrative resources.
During the process, areas needing improvement were
highlighted and expectations are that all recommendations
will be implemented, allowing for a seamless transition to the
effective utilisation of these systems in 2010.

Finance
In the finance department financial systems have been
modified and strengthened and responsibilities of financial staff
revisited to ensure that the segregation of duties, designated
levels of responsibility and improved internal controls are
maintained. Project budgeting improved significantly as did
reporting, both internally and externally.
Across all operations functions, standard operating procedures
were refined to ensure stricter internal controls and adherence
to the latest UKZN policies.

HEARD’s operational division is well positioned to meet
the demands of 2010. The organisation is supported by
the university as a whole but especially by the School of
Economics and the College of Law and Management Studies.
The Research Office has also been extremely supportive of
HEARD’s work and we look forward to a productive 2010
working in collaboration with the university, key stakeholders
and our development partners.
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Management’s Responsibility Statement
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the annual financial statements of the Health Economics and
HIV/AIDS Research Division of the University of KwaZulu-Natal (“HEARD”), comprising the balance sheet at 31 December 2009,
the income and expenditure statement, and the notes to the annual financial statements, which include a summary of significant
accounting policies and other explanatory notes, in accordance with applicable accounting policies as set out in the financial
statements.

Management’s responsibility includes: designing, implementing and maintaining internal control relevant to the preparation and
fair presentation of these annual financial statements that are free from material misstatement, selecting and applying appropriate
accounting policies, and making accounting estimates that are reasonable in the circumstances. Management’s responsibility also
includes maintaining adequate accounting records and an effective system of risk management.

Management has made an assessment of HEARD’s ability to continue as a going concern and has no reason to believe that the
entity will not be a going concern in the foreseeable future.

The auditor is responsible for independently reviewing and reporting on the division’s annual financial statements. The annual
financial statements have been examined by the auditor and the report appears on page 50 to 51.

Management’s Approval of the Annual Financial Statements
The annual financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2009 set out on pages 52 to 62 were approved on 15 March 2010
by management and were signed on its behalf by:

Prof. A Whiteside
Executive Director
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Independent Auditor’s Report
To the Board of Directors of the Health Economics and HIV/
AIDS Research Division of the Univeristy of Kwazulu-Natal
We have audited the annual financial statements of the Health Economics and HIV/AIDS Research Division of the University
of KwaZulu-Natal (“HEARD”) which comprise the balance sheet as at 31 December 2009, the income and expenditure
statement, and the notes to the annual financial statements, which include a summary of significant accounting policies
and other explanatory notes as set out on pages 54 to 62.

Management’s Responsibility for the Annual Financial Statements
The management of HEARD is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these annual financial statements
in accordance with the accounting policies adopted by the division and described in note 1 in the notes to the annual
financial statements. This responsibility includes: designing, implementing and maintaining internal controls relevant to
the preparation and fair presentation of annual financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether
due to fraud or error; selecting and applying appropriate accounting policies; and making accounting estimates that are
reasonable in the circumstances.

Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted our audit in
accordance with International Standards on Auditing. Those standards require that we comply with ethical requirements
and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance whether the annual financial statements are free from
material misstatement.
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An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the annual financial
statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgement, including the assessment of the risks of material
misstatement of the annual financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the
auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the annual financial statements
in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an
opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of
accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating
the overall presentation of the annual financial statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.

Opinion
In our opinion, the annual financial statements give a true and fair view of the financial position of HEARD as at 31
December 2009, and the activities have been carried out in accordance with the rules and conditions governing the use of
funds as expressed in the Joint Financing Arrangement.

Deloitte & Touché
Registered Auditors

Per M Luthuli
Partner
15 March 2010							
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Health Economics and HIV/AIDS Research Division of the University of Kwazulu-Natal (HEARD)
Annual financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2009

Income and Expenditure Statement
for year ended 31 December 2009
Notes
INCOME

2009

2008
R

R
29 232 260
112 942
6 751 324
887 742
946 380

22 289 962
8 724 506
1 195 741

37 930 648

32 210 209

30 609 364

19 406 165

15 765 996
4 010 576
4 224 984
6 607 808

6 856 216
1 422 860
2 211 049
8 916 040

624 649

387 287

197 808

150 480

-

823 198

7 526 343

4 573 711

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

38 958 164

25 340 841

(Deficit)/surplus for the year

(1 027 516)

6 869 368

18 807 410
(750 281)
(1 027 516)

11 938 042
6 869 368

17 029 613

18 807 410

Grants received from Joint Financing Arrangement Partners
Grants received from USAID in prior year refundable
Other grants received
Administration fees recovered from non-JFA projects
Other income

2
3
4

TOTAL INCOME

EXPENDITURE
Expenditure incurred by Joint Financing Arrangement Partners

5.1

Knowledge
Research Capacity
Leadership
Organisational Base
Expenditure incurred by HEARD

7

Expenditure incurred on USAID funded project
Grants received from USAID in prior year refundable
Expenditure incurred on other projects

5.2

Accumulated Funds (Retained income and unutilised donor funds)
Beginning of year
Donor repaid during the year - USAID
(Deficit)/surplus current year
END OF YEAR
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Balance Sheet as at 31 December 2009

Notes
ASSETS

2009

2008

R

R

Non-current assets
Fixed assets

8

-

-

Current assets
Bank and cash
Accounts receivable

9
10

17 223 284
67 190

18 672 206
280 387

17 290 474

18 952 593

17 290 474

18 952 593

2 207 920

256 341

2 207 920

265 341

14 821 693
260 861

18 542 070
145 182

15 082 554

18 687 252

17 290 474

18 952 593

TOTAL ASSETS

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Equity and reserves
Retained income

11

TOTAL EQUITY
Current liabilities
Unutilised donor funds
Accounts payable

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

12
13
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Health Economics and HIV/AIDS Research Division of the University of Kwazulu-Natal (HEARD)
Annual financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2009

Notes to the Financial Statements

1.

ACCOUNTING POLICIES

The major accounting policies adopted by HEARD, and applied on the modified cash basis of accounting, are as follows:
•

The financial statements are prepared on the historical cost basis.

•

Income and expenditure is recognised when cash is actually received and paid respectively. Income is recognised on the date that the
transfer from the donor is received.

•

Sundry expenditure that is recoverable is recognised as an asset.

•

Capital expenditure and supplies are charged directly to expenditure accounts at the time the payments are effected.

•

The work carried out by HEARD is divided into activities. HEARD is responsible for allocating costs to the relevant activities. All direct
costs are allocated to each activity. The indirect costs are shown as an activity and are allocated to the different donors at year end 		
based on what has been agreed with each donor. Personnel costs are allocated to each activity based on time reports from staff. 		
Overhead costs are allocated separately. These are either allocated to an activity based on a percentage of the direct cost of the activity,
or in accordance with the specific Agreement related to that activity.

•

Leases of assets, under which all the risks and benefits of ownership are effectively retained by the lessor, are classified as operating
leases. Payments made under operating leases are charged to the income statement as they are incurred.

•

Value Added Tax refunds and transactions are recognised when actually received and incurred, respectively.
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Notes
2.

3.

2009

2008

GRANTS RECEIVED FROM JOINT FINANCING 		
ARRANGEMENT PARTNERS

R

R

RNE
Irish Aid
DFID
Sida

10 156 200
3 381 390
15 694 670

3 199 600
3 905 580
5 923 863
9 260 919

29 232 260

22 289 962

287 017
686 460
864 836
453 235
1 074 345
98 691
786 620
1 097 774
15 000
205 104
1 182 242
-

314 000
1 231 070
1 502 000
235 159
1 832 869
262 298
160 000
622 821
173 960
966 889
1 072 353
351 087

6 751 324

8 724 506

854 007
92 373

1 133 742
61 999

946 380

1 195 741

OTHER GRANTS RECEIVED
ACHAP
CADRE
CGD
DFID
FUTURES
IDRC
IFPRI
IRISH AID
MERCK
OSISA
OXFAM
POP COUNCIL
RBF
Sida/SAREC
UNAIDS
WHO
OTHER

4.

OTHER INCOME
Interest received
Sundry income
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Health Economics and HIV/AIDS Research Division of the University of Kwazulu-Natal (HEARD)
Annual financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2009

Notes to the Financial Statements

Notes

2008

R

R

15 765 996
14 927 040
525 437

6 856 216
6 090 701
-

313 519

765 515

4 010 576
1 100 483
2 910 093

1 422 860
328 126
-

-

26 535
440 100
628 099

Enhancing the capacity of leaders in Africa (Leadership 		
and Systems)
SADC support
Visiting fellows
Post Graduate Management Diploma
African Leadership Support Programme
Dialogue series
Share research findings and knowledge
Develop a strategic assistance service
Develop partnerships with key stakeholders

4 224 984
1 137 335
418 534
186 391
2 001 812
480 912
-

2 211 049
23 011
64 029
1 877 746
99 526
146 737

Development of the organised capacity of HEARD 		
(Organisational Base)
Support staff salaries
Governance
HEARD systems (includes administration costs – see note 6)
Communication

6 607 808
2 040 646
239 154
3 809 454
518 554

8 916 040
1 612 412
6 684 075
619 553

30 609 364

19 406 165

5.

THE ALLOCATION OF THE EXPENDITURES TO 		
RESPECTIVE DONOR FUNDS AND PROJECTS

5.1

Expenditure incurred by Joint Financing Arrangement 		
partners

1.

Apply research to improve understanding of the pandemic
(Knowledge)
Research and dissemination
Capacity of HEARD researchers
A Research Exchange is conceptualised, designed and 		
implemented

1.1
1.2
1.3

2.
2.1
2.2

3.
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5

4.
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

56

2009

Health economics, multidisciplinary research (Research 		
Capacity)
Young researchers’ initiative
Phd Programme
Design, manage, monitor and evaluate an African Institutions
Capacity Programme
Contribute to higher education learning
Host research fellows and post-doctoral fellows
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Notes
				
5.
THE ALLOCATION OF THE EXPENDITURES TO 			
RESPECTIVE DONOR FUNDS AND PROJECTS (continued)
5.2

2009

2008

R

R

Expenditure incurred on other projects
ACHAP (ACHAP)
Addressing the Balance of Burden in AIDS (DFID)
Adolescents Project (IRISH AID)
ACHWRP (Social Marketing)
CGD (CGD)
Economic Globalisation (IDRC)
Futures Workshop (FUTURES INTERNATIONAL)
National Co-ordinator (IFPRI)
HBC Gender Project (IRISH AID)
ACHWRP (NIH)
Orphans and Vulnerable Children (RBF)
OSISA (OSISA)
OXFAM (OXFAM)
Rebuilding Human Capital (UNAIDS)
Rockefeller Brothers
Secretariat for the UNAIDS Reference Group on
Economics (UNAIDS)
Siyakha Nentsha Project (POP COUNCIL)
ERG (WORLD BANK)
Workplace Voluntary Counselling and Testing – WVUP
(MERCK)
Sundry projects

122 239
1 138 381
31 619
463 900
1 264 187
530 849
53 028
39 331
64 782
59 471
58 181
748 921

602 412
224 060
1 056 141
64 798
221 730
92 341
-

750 847
167 049
471 701

1 510 228
-

1 561 857
-

758 967
43 034

7 526 343

4 573 711
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Notes to the Financial Statements

		
6.
DETAILS OF JOINT FINANCING ARRANGEMENT 		
ADMINISTRATION COSTS INCLUDED IN “HEARD 		
SYSTEMS” PER NOTE 5.1, ITEM 4.3
Accounting and audit fees
Administration
Advertising
Bank charges
Cleaning
Computer expenses
Computer equipment
Consulting fees
Courier and postage
Entertainment
Leasing and hiring cost
Motor vehicle expenses
Printing and stationery
Publications
Rent paid
Repairs and maintenance
Salaries and wages
Security
Seminars and workshops
Staff development
Staff welfare
Subscriptions
Sundry equipment
Telephone expenses
Travel and accommodation
		
7.
EXPENDITURE INCURRED BY HEARD
Accounting and audit fees
Administration
Bank charges
Conferences and seminars
Consulting fees
Courier and postage
Donations
Entertainment
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Notes

2009

2008

R

R

142 171
797 855
20 464
2 135
5 373
26 928
44 714
33 683
11 403
486
32 406
67 577
54 900
4 647
1 121 722
5 867
86 931
20 487
47 461
57 678
215 768
34 899

446 963
(411)
14 321
4 709
52 389
312 583
478
17 056
220 264
34 190
3 968
93 578
2 450
142 579
68 587
4 033 450
6
14 344
12 043
54 208
199 417
481 904

2 835 555

6 209 076

32 893
255 722
1 876
28 966
57 890
3 413
32 304

106 917
1 832
20 290
2 000
22 968

Notes
Insurance
Marketing
Printing and stationery
Provision for doubtful debt
Publications
Repairs and maintenance
Salaries and wages
Staff development
Staff welfare
Subscriptions
Telephone
Travel and accommodation

2009

2008

R

R
2 500
32 992
20 759
9 508
22 679
33 921
1 140
21 422
630
4 635
61 399

138 732
20 290
34 296
25 871
14 091

624 649

387 287

1 647 440
(1 647 440)

1 422 600
(1 422 600)

-

-

8 972 650
172 642
389 982
(74 237)
347 385
215 749
747 289
3 274 358
-

9 231 511
697 498
503 795
26 270
3 309 576
64 782

		
8.
FIXED ASSETS
Purchase price
Depreciation/net book value write down

Fixed assets are expensed in the year purchased as per the Joint 		
Financing Arrangement (JFA).

		
9.
BANK AND CASH
JFA
ACHAP
DFID
FUTURES
IDRC
IFPRI
IRISH AID
MERCK
NIH
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9.
BANK AND CASH ( CONTINUED)
OXFAM
POP COUNCIL
RBF
UNESCO
UNAIDS
USAID
USGST
HEARD General
Research codes

2009

2008

R

R

(13 976)
(41 387)
144 781
667 179
(47 912)
2 207 920
260 861

949 898
305
101 152
691 503
2 942 705
153 211

17 223 284

18 672 206

138 732
(138 732)
0
67 190

138 732
(138 732)
0
280 387

67 190

280 387

Surplus /(deficit) for the year

265 341
1 382 595
1 647 936
559 984

1 050 556
152 765
1 203 321
(937 980)

Closing balance

2 207 920

265 341

		
10.
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
Loan to former member of staff
Provision for doubtful debt
Sundry debtors and deposits

		
11.
RETAINED INCOME
Opening balance
Adjustment to prior year balance – see note 12
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12.
UNUTILISED DONOR FUNDS

Opening
balance
JFA
USAID
Other donors
ACHAP
CGD
DFID
FUTURES
IDRC
IFPRI
IRISH AID
MERCK
NIH
OXFAM
POP COUNCIL
RBF
RBF (ACHWRP)
UNAIDS
WORLD BANK

Adjustments

Interest
recieved

Income

Total
expenditure

Repayments

Closing
balance

9 416 046

554 888

29 232 260

445 619

(30 609 364)

-

9 039 449

839 482

58 778

-

1 917

(197 808)

(750 281)

(47 912)

8 286 542
-

(8 286 542)
(232 990)
637 372
503 795
170 086
3 564 671
64 782
30 000
(84 440)
747 685
162 764
254 854
471 701

287 017
686 460
864 836
453 235
1 074 345
98 691
786 620
1 097 774
15 000
205 104
1 182 242
-

7 863
10 430
26 548
3 377
33 432
173 770
495
4 998
14 872
39 110
-

(122 239)
(463 900)
(1 138 381)
(530 849)
(1 264 187)
(53 028)
(39 331)
(1 561 857)
(64 782)
(59 471)
(167 049)
(748 921)
(31 619)
(809 028)
(471 701)

-

172 641
390 375
(74 237)
347 385
215 749
747 289
3 274 358
(13 976)
(41 387)
13 636
131 145
667 178
-

18 542 070

(1 382 596)

35 983 584

762 431

(38 333 515)

(750 281)

14 821 693
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13.
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
Researchers’ incentives

2009

2008

R

R
260 861

145 182

260 861

145 182

2 207 920
14 821 693

265 340
18 542 070

17 029 613

18 807 410

Committed within 1 year
Committed between 1 and 5 years

253 919
441 426

205 111
606 620

Total commitment

695 345

811 731

The University of KwaZulu-Natal (“UKZN”) rewards researchers for
publications in journals. Researchers may expend these funds in
furthering their work in accordance with UKZN policy.
This balance represents unspent funds at year end
		
14.
ACCUMULATED FUNDS
Accumulated funds at the end of the year comprise of:
Retained income
Unutilised donor funds

		
15.
LEASE COMMITMENTS
HEARD is committed to an operating lease with Lazatrade (Pty) Ltd for
rent of offices situated in Newcastle.
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